
Please stay tuned after the end of today’s sermon for review 
questions.

“Repetition leaves impression and impression leaves memory”

EPHESIANS 4:11 And he gave some, apostles; and some, 
prophets; and some, evangelists; and some, pastors and 
teachers; 
EPHESIANS 4:12 For the perfecting of the saints, for the work of 
the ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ: 
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If you have want clarity on this sermon, on the review questions or any 
questions about this subject, please contact the deacons via WhatsApp 
or send a message to: support@spokenword.co.za

You can also explore our website  (http://www.spokenword.co.za) and 
study 
some of the previous sermons and series available on the website that 
may assist you in building your understanding.
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Examine yourself
II CORINTHIANS 13:5 Examine yourselves, whether ye be in the faith; 

prove your own selves. 

1. List some of the scriptures referred to in this message.
2. Identify some of the quotes referred to in this message.
3. Identify some of the main themes/ideas covered in the sermon.
4. List 5 things you have learned from this message.
5. How does this message relate to the previous sermon on this 

series?
6. What did you learn that answered questions that you had ?
7. List questions that still remain, after this sermon.
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Examine yourself  ….ctd….
1. What are the consequences of reading the Bible as a story book? 
2. Explain how God changed His cast to become a Kinsman.
3. How does ‘God changed His mask’ support our Godhead teaching?
4. Apply the law of reflection to explain Godhead.
5. How does Isaiah 7:14 fulfil the prophesy of Genesis 3:15?
6. Does ‘Jehovah crying in a manager’ mean that God was incarnate from 

birth? Justify your answer.
7. Discuss the meaning of the phrase ‘God reproduced Himself’.
8. Explain John 20:17 in the context of the true Godhead revelation.
9. Who is the Seed of the Woman? Motivate.
10. Some Oneness believers state that ‘the Body was the Son and the 

Spirit was the Father’. Why is this statement incorrect?
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Examine yourself  ….ctd….

11. Explain how the concept of ‘strain’ justifies the Godhead doctrine.
12. How did the genetic strain of William Branham’s family shape his 

character, temperament and ministry?
13. How does Matthew 27:51 connect to the Godhead revelation?
14. Discuss the meaning of the term “God stretched His tent”. How this 

relate to the Tent Vision?
15. Identify the time period when God was incarnate in the Body.
16. What was the purpose of the Son (as mentioned in this sermon)?
17. Is the Son omniscient? Motivate with scriptural support.
18. Contrast Mary and Eve with respect to the ‘Seed of the women’.
19. Apply the law of representation to clarify how ‘God died on the cross’.
20. Is God a person? Explain your answer with a word study.
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